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1. In order to complete the SwapCoinz Line of products, SwapCoinz is holding a token sale of SPZ 
Tokens.

2. By transferring Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), or other supported cryptocurrencies to the   
SwapCoinz provided address or Payment Option in exchange for SPZ Tokens, the Purchaser con-
firms an  understanding  and  acceptance  that  he/she  is  making  a  contribution  into  a  Swap-
Coinz  Project  for  the development  of  SwapCoinz  and  its line  of  products, as described  in the  
SwapCoinz  Whitepaper, available at the  SwapCoinz  website.

3. The   Purchaser understands and   accepts   that while   the   individuals   and entities,  includ-
ing SwapCoinz  Team, assigned  to this task  will make  reasonable  efforts to develop the  Swap-
Coinz  Project,  it  is possible  that such  development may f ail and  purchased  SPZ Tokens could  
become  useless and/or valueless due to technical, commercial, or  regulatory  challenges, 
among  other reasons.

4. The  Purchaser  understands that there  may  be serious risks connected  with cryptocurrency,  
such  as heavy fluctuations of  virtual  or  actual  currency  values, which in  turn may  lead  to loss 
of  currency over  short or  long  periods expressed  or  implied, to  the  extent  permitted  by  the  
Applicable  Law. Accordingly, the SPZ Tokens are purchased on an “as is” basis.
                                                                                                                              
5. The Purchaser acknowledges and understands that the SPZ Tokens have no warranty whatso-
ever.

6. The  Purchaser  also  understands  that  SwapCoinz or  SwapCoinz  Tech  team  will not  provide  
any refund, under  any  circumstance, of the purchase  price for  SPZ Tokens.

7. The  Purchaser  further  agrees  to accept  sole  and  exclusive  risk  for  the  purchase  of  SPZ 
Tokens through the  SwapCoinz Services.  The  Purchaser  recognizes  that  the  SwapCoinz  Plat-
form  is currently  being developed  and  may undergo significant changes  before release.

8. In order to reduce the possibility of fraud, phishing attempts, and other schemes perpetrated 
by malicious third parties, the Purchaser agrees not to respond directly to any inquiry regarding 
its purchase of SPZ Tokens, including but not limited to email requests purportedly coming from 
SwapCoinz or SwapCoinz Tech Team. The  Purchaser  understands  that  SwapCoinz  or  Swap-
Coinz  Tech Team  may  send  the  Purchaser emails from time to time, but these email notices 
will never ask for information or require a response from the Purchaser.

9.The  Purchaser  recognizes  that  SwapCoinz  does  not  warrant  the  period  of  time  for  which 
the SwapCoinz  Service  will be operational.  The  SwapCoinz  Project  may  be  abandoned  by  
SwapCoinz  for  a number of  reasons, including a  lack of  interest from the  public, a lack of  
funding to develop similar products{and competing non-affiliates built on the  same underlying 
protocol and open source technology.

10.The  Purchaser  understands  that  between the  time of  purchase  of  SPZ Tokens by  means 
of  the SPZ Token sale and the inception of the SwapCoinz Project, Tokens will be usable in the 
Purchaser’s discretion and shall be therefore considered  an asset class.

11. By  purchasing  the  SPZ  Tokens, the  Purchaser  confirms  that  he/she:  Is  legally   permitted  
to purchase  SPZ Tokens in the  Purchaser’s jurisdiction; Is of  a sufficient age to legally  purchase 
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SPZ Tokens  or has received  permission from a  legal guardian who  has reviewed  and agreed 
to these  Terms  and  the  Sale Agreement; Will take sole responsibility for  any restrictions and 
risks associated with the  purchase of Tokens as set  in the  Terms; not exchanging Bitcoin for  SPZ 
Tokens  for  the  purpose of  speculative investment; Has a full and complete understanding of 
the usage and intricacies of  Blockchain-based assets, like Tokens, Bitcoin, and  Blockchain-based 
software  systems.

12. After purchasing SPZ Tokens, the Purchaser becomes a SPZ Token Holder. SPZ Token holders 
are enrolled in the SPZ Rewards program to earn rewards and obtain benefits. SPZ Token Holders 
by no means own any securities or interest in SwapCoinz.

13. Nothing in the  SwapCoinz  Project, in the  Terms, or  in any  statements or  information con-
tained on the  Site  at  any  moment, or  in  any  means  of  communication  of  the  Service  (in-
cluding  but  not  limited  to  the publications in social media, as well  as the  statements or  dec-
larations made by  inter alia the  representatives of  the  Project, Notwithstanding  whether  they  
had  been  made  personally  or  on  behalf  of  the  SwapCoinz Team), notwithstanding the time of  
their occurrence, shall be construed  as the guarantee of  gaining profit or benefit  in  any  other  
form. The   Purchaser  understands  that  participating  in  the  Token  Sale  may  result  in financial 
losses.

14. The  Purchaser understands and accepts that while the individuals and entities assigned to 
provide certain tasks to develop SwapCoinz Project make reasonable efforts to develop and 
complete these tasks, as well  as the  Services, under  any  regulatory  scheme, it  is  possible  
that  such  development  may  fail and  SPZ Tokens  become useless or valueless due to techni-
cal, commercial, regulatory or any other  reasons.

15. Hence, User therefore understands and accepts that the transfer of BTC to the SwapCoinz 
project may result in a total loss and that the Purchaser shall not have any claim whatsoever to 
reclaim any whatsoever.

16. The  Purchaser  acknowledges  and  agrees that, to the  fullest extent  permitted  by  any  
applicable law, the Purchaser will not hold any developers, auditors, contractors, founders of the 
Service or the Blockchain System or any member of  SwapCoinz Tech Team liable for  any  and 
all damages or injury whatsoever  caused by  or  related to the  use of, or the  inability  to use, 
SPZ Tokens, SwapCoinz Project, or  SwapCoinz Blockchain system  under  any  cause  or  action  
whatsoever  of  any  kind  in  any  jurisdiction, including, without  limitation, actions  for  breach  of   
warranty, breach  of   contract, or  tort  (including  negligence)   and  that  developers, auditors, 
contractors  or founders of the  SwapCoinz Blockchain System and/or  the Services shall not be 
liable for  any indirect, incidental, special, exemplary  or consequential damages, including loss of  
profits, goodwill or data, in any  way  whatsoever  arising  out  of  the  use  of, or  the  inability  to  
use  of  the  SwapCoinz  Blockchain System and/or  Services.

17.The   Purchaser   further   specifically   acknowledges   that   developers, auditors, contractors   
or founders of  the  SPZ Tokens, SwapCoinz  Blockchain System, and/or  the  Services  are not lia-
ble, and the  User agrees not to seek to hold them  liable, for the conduct of third parties, includ-
ing other creators of  SPZ Tokens, and that the  risk of  creating, holding and using SPZ Tokens  
rests entirely with the  User. By creating or holding SwapCoinz Tokens, and to the  extent permit-
ted by  law, the  User agrees not to hold any third party (including developers, auditors, contrac-
tors or founders) liable for  any regulatory implications or liability associated with or  arising from  
the  creation  or  ownership  of  SPZ  Tokens  or  any  other  action  or  transaction  related  to  the 
SwapCoinz Blockchain System.
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The world today is being carry out by making more money, building mansions, business em-
pires and structures for their self-ego, we are forgetting the part of us that always cry out by day. 
Sometimes we think that  loving children, buying  gifts and having  a  nanny  with  is enough to  
show  that  we care  for  them,  but it’s beyond that.

Children while growing need to be listened to, they want to express themselves and that is why 
we came in, to build the bridge between families and businesses. 

Making it easier for parents to answer to their children’s needs!  While tapping into the Digital 
Currency.    SwapPlay  Children’s  Playground  Center  has indeed coped well  over  the last five  
years, as it  recovered  from the  economic downturn that  affected  most businesses.

On the other  hand, the Children’s  Playground Center of  which SwapPlay playground  line of  
business is subset of  it’s indeed a very  large industry  and pretty  much thriving in all parts of  the  
world  especially  in developed  countries  such  as  United  States  of  America, Canada,  United  
Kingdom, Germany, Australia  and Italy According to IBISWORLD, The revenue for the Children’s 
Playground Center    is expected to increase at an average annual rate of  2.0 percent to  $550.3 
million over  the five years  to  2016.

But  the  same  cannot  be  said  about  most  Developing  Countries, especially  in  Africa.  Chil-
dren feel cheated from one of their most basic rights.  Child-labour increasing doily, child abuse, 
and even lack of education and core...
But  here  is  the  truth, there is  an opportunity, not only  for  businesses, but for  families  and 
children especially.

Blockchain technology has proved to be a disruptive revolution and innovation for many indus-
tries, particularly the finance industry. With  its presence, as one of the main 10 developing ad-
vances  in  2016, its  maturity  has  seen  blue-chip companies  recognize  it  as  a  potential  dis-
ruptor for several industries. The Blockchain revolution however can only remain embraced by 
every industry.

MARKET DYNAMICS
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1. Concept:  The Children’s Play Centers industry is indeed a prolific and highly competitive indus-
try. Clients will only make use of your SwapPlay playground and children’s Play center facility if 
they know that you can successfully help them achieve their goals or provide the enabling envi-
ronment and facility for their children to catch maximum fun.

2. Location: SwapPlay Playground is centrally located in a densely populated - residential area 
with the right demographic composition (that is high population of children under age 18 in Africa; 
this is obviously going to give us on edge amongst our competitors.

3. Particularities: We equally have a team of highly qualified professionals who will work with 
children and all our clients to achieve their aims of making use of our SwapPlay playground and 
children’s Play center facility and lastly our gate fee and membership package is going to be one 
of the best that anybody living in Africa con afford, user-friendly and tradable.

4. Teams: Lastly, our employees will be well token core and their welfare package will be among 
the best within our category in the industry (startups SwapPlay playground and children’s Play 
center facility business in Africa). It will enable them to be more than willing to build the business 
with us and help deliver our set goals and achieve all our business aims and objectives.

5. Vision: In most African countries Children are been Cheated from their Rights to play.  More and 
more businesses are being created, hotels are being built, but very few things centered towards 
the children.....! Creating avenues for Children and at the same time building business opportuni-
ties for Adult while helping them to satisfy their children’s right to play

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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The vast continent of Africa, the second largest continent on earth, spans 8,000 kilometers.  It en-
compasses the world’s largest desert, the Sahara; longest river, the Nile; and highest free-stand-
ing mountain, Mt. Kilimanjaro. Its geography and climate range from dry deserts in the North 
to the savannah plains and lush rainforests of its central and Southern regions. It is home to an 
enormous variety of wild animals, including elephants, giraffes, lions, apes, and crocodiles. The 
people of Africa are equally diverse; over 2,000 languages are spoken there. Africa’s beautiful and 
rhythmically complex music reflects the rich diversity of its landscape, languages, cultures, and 
people. The Arab slave trade in the 7th and  15th centuries and the Atlantic slave trade beginning  
in the  16th century forced  many  Africans  into slavery and brought African  cultural traditions to 
foreign  lands, such as present-day  Spain, Turkey, Brazil, the Caribbean, and  the  United  States. 
The French, English, Belgians, Portuguese, and Dutch who colonized parts of Africa beginning in 
the late 18th century also left their mark on its music, language, and culture. 

The struggles of the African  people for independence  have  been  hard  won,  and  contempo-
rary  struggles against  disease, poverty, and conflict  pose challenges for many  Africa n coun-
tries today. Through their music, the people of Africa express their identity, celebrate their tradi-
tions, tell their history and convey their hopes for the future.

The diaspora of Africans due to slavery and emigration influenced music throughout the world. 
Music styles in the Americas, such as gospel, blues, rock  and  roll, rhythm  and  blues, funk, salsa, 
bomba  and hip hop  all have  roots in African  musical  traditions. These musical forms share 
characteristics such as complex  rhythms, an emphasis on improvisation, call and  response  pat-
terns, multiple  melodic lines (polyrhythm),  and  communal participation.  Listen for these fea-
tures as you take a musical journey with African Playground.

From the history of Africa rises so many challenges, including corruption and manly in politics and 
bad policies.  The African continent suffers from poor infrastructural construction among many 
other things. Governments are highly criticized both by Africans and non-Africans, Many  youths 
died on their way out of Africa, and many  keep dying, and it’s no news that the slave trade is still 
a current trends. When we asked few of those Emigrants who risked their lives just to get out of 
Africa we understood their condition and their reasons.

Bad policies in most African countries makes it difficult for their people to get fulfilled, they feel 
cheated, the children are put to labour, and they really have   a challenging childhood...
Many businesses are evolving, many factories are been created, many investors are coming in to 
Africa; But very few if not none are geared towards the Children, we forget that the Children make 
our tomorrow, The Children will replace us if we like or not...
Africa is the place to invest, but not just investing in adult infrastructures and businesses.

MARKET CHALLENGES
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What done out of love cannot be easily broken, when your dreams comes from your heart and 
your out of passion nothing can stop you... All started with the love to see Children in Africa grow 
happy and fulfilled.

INTEGRITY:  This is the core root of our project. It’s a virtue that has been lacking In Africa. Integri-
ty is the answer to the problem of corruption. This is our driving force, as we believe that integrity 
is the answer to Africa problem...at least a starting point.

DEDICATION: SwapCoinz team and support are dedicated to see this vision come to pass and we 
will give you more lights about our project. Our dedication and commitment towards the Children 
is our Anchor

ACTION:  Many have good intentions but few actually take bold steps to act towards the fulfill-
ment of their dreams.  Swapcoinz project is a life dream, and we believe in action taking for the 
actualization of Dreams

CRYPTO:  The Blockchain Revolution however can only remain embraced by every industry and 
we see in it a Great potential for Swapcoinz Project

SwapCoinz   (SPZ)    will   create Avenues  for  Children  and  at  the  same time  building  business  
Opportunities  for Adults  while  helping  them  satisfy   their children’s right to play.

THE SOLUTION
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The Children’s Play Centers industry is indeed a prolific and highly competitive industry.  Clients  
will   only  make  use  of   your  SwapPlay playground and children’s Play center facility if  they 
know that you can successfully   help  them   achieve  their  goals  or  provide  the  enabling envi-
ronment and facility for their children to catch  maximum fun.

FOR BUSINESSES
SwapCoinz   (Playground)   Facilities will   be a bridge between businesses and children wellbe-
ing. It offers a great investment   opportunity   for   Businesses   and   business   minded people. 
And  it’s no news that  the cryptocurrencies market cap is  growing  by  the  day  thus  a  great  
rewarding  venture  for businesses.
The future appeal of cryptocurrencies lies in allowing you ultimate control over your money, with 
fast secure global transactions, and lower transaction fees when compared to all existing curren-
cies.

SwapPlay Amusement Park is sited in a strategic location that will ensure that it is convenient for 
not only our customers to get to us but also our employees as well. We have several sustainable 
and expansion strategies in place to ensure that our business continues to grow strong.

Our Products and Services
SwapPlay Amusement Park, we intend to be involved in all forms of services asides offering the 
basic entertainment services for all our various customers.
Some of the services we intend to offer include;

• Sale of Swap Access card to customers seeking entry into the park
• Development of on-site accommodation such as resorts
• Sale of spaces to commercial businesses and stores
• Merchandise sales
• Advertising
• Coin-operated games
• Commission income from third party exhibitors
• Fees for hosting parties and other events
• Parking fees
• Consultancy services
• Franchise
• Training

Our Vision Statement
Our vision is to be the preferred amusement park for children, young adults and adults who want 
something exciting and unique, and to be a secure place for the users

Our Mission Statement
Our sole mission is to bridge between families and business, making is easier for parents to 
answer their children and also ensure we are above the regular amusement parks by offering all 
visitors exciting entertainment different from the regular amusement parks in Ilorin – Kwara State 
and the in the whole of Nigeria as well

SWAPCOINZ PROJECT
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Our Business Structure
We know how valuable it is having a business structure as having the right structure in place will 
enable us start our amusement park with as little hitches as possible. We have put certain plans 
in place that will ensure that we have only the best hands with several years of experience work-
ing in various positions at SwapPlay Amusement Park. Also, we would ensure that our employees 
understand the vision of the company, so that it would help them remain focused towards attain-
ing the goals and objectives of the company.

Due to the fact that we intend to offer a wide range of services asides the usual Swap Access 
Card service into the park, we would need to carry out a thorough scrutiny of those we would like 
to fill in these various positions on behalf of SwapPlay Amusement Park. Below is the intended 
business structure that we intend to build at SwapPlay Amusement Park to create a good em-
ployment.

SWAPCOINZ FEATURES
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SWAPPLAY BENEFICIARIES

The main beneficiaries for SwapPlay playground and children’s Play center facilities can be cate-
gorized into three various groups:

The  first group  are  the  families who are  looking towards  creating time for children  and  family  
hangouts  and  bonding. Schools who would want an ideal place to take their students/children 
to during excursions or playtime. Religious organizations. SwapPlay Playground will work to-
wards providing services, facilities and environment that will help us reach out to our target mar-
ket. These are  the  category  of  people  that  we  intend  marketing  our  family  entertainment 
centers.

The second group are Those SEEKING employment, Swapcoinz Project will greatly contribute in 
decreasing the unemployment rate in Africa as a whole while at the same time providing a top 
class best fitting working environment. (Reducing the number of Daily Immigrants)
Finally, the Business minded. SwapCoinz is the first of its kind, Crypto Currency solely created for 
the Love of Children. This offer a great opportunity for Cryptocurrency investors.
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According to IBISWORLD, The revenue for the Children’s Playground Center is expected to in-
crease at an average annual rate of 2.0 percent to $550.3 mill on over the five years to 2016. Over 
the five year period, it still grew in 2017, prompting industry revenue to also grow 1.4 percent 
that   year. IBISWORLD  also projected  that  profit  1s expected  to  rise  from  9.0  percent  of  the 
industry revenue m 2011 to  11.1  percent m 2017, driven by some children’s  Playground  center  
expanding  their  high-priced  service offering to activities  such as interactive Playground.

Swapcoinz Trading
Cryptocurrency  exchanges  or  digital  currency  exchanges  are  businesses  that  allow cus-
tomers  to trade cryptocurrencies or digital currencies  for  other  assets, such as conventional 
fiat money, or different digital currencies. To ensure an increasing value and provide value to our 
Investors and contribute to the growth of  our Community and the Growth of  our Project our Tech 
Team is  currently  developing a  Crypto  Trading  Platform where  SPZ can  be traded  for other  
Crypto  &  Fiat  currencies. While we  will also  do all  our  possible  best  efforts  to  enlist Swap-
Coinz in at least 3 other Major Crypto Trading Platforms.

Swapcoinz Insurance
SwapCoinz has her clients at heart, therefore, all computerized money that SwapCoinz holds on-
line is completely guaranteed. This means that, were SwapCoinz to endure a break of its  online  
storage, any  client  stores  lost  as  a  result  would  be  paid  out  by  the  insurance. The insur-
ance  policy  covers  any  misfortunes  coming about  because  of  a  break  of  SwapCoinz’s physi-
cal security, digital security, or employee theft.

GROWTH POTENTIALS
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BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES
The   SwapCoinz   Blockchain   technology is mainly  a  business to become the leading Play-
ground facilities and children’s Play center  in the whole of  Africa and we are fully aware that  it  
will take  the  right  Playground  facilities, management  and  organization - structure  to achieve 
our goal.

It creates a worldwide account for clients to personally manage their assets and funds real-time 
the way they want it to be.

Membership package is going to be one of the best that anybody living in Africa can get it; is 
cheap and affordable.

Gives  worldwide clients  who  don’t  have access  to  banks, a  safe  and  secure  method of  sav-
ing money. SPZ  Token  holders  will  receive  a  0.8%  reward  for  every  transaction in  Partnering 
Stores.

With the lowest spending and exchange fees, consumers can now truly benefit from their Block-
chain assets. 

All  assets  stay in cryptocurrency  and  only  get  converted  when  funds  are spent  with the SPZ 
Card, etc. This gives SPZ holders and users the power to maximize the value of their acquired SPZ 
tokens every time they want to use it.

SPZ Token holders and users will have access to all Swap playground points around Africa.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS
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SWAPCOINZ (SPZ) TOKENS WILL BE AVAILA BLE DURING THE CROWD  SALE  BEGINNING ON 
ABRIL 10th, 2019 AT  09:00AM EST  (EASTERN STANDARD  TIME - NEW  YORK  TIME ZONE)  UN-
TIL JUNE 10 th,2019 AT 01:OOPM  EST .

THE SPZ TOKEN SALE WILL BE SOLD STARTING FROM $0.10/SPZ (THE VALUE NOTED IN USD 
HERE IS JUST FOR REFERRENCE GUIDE).  THIS MEANS  THAT  FOR  EVERY  $0.10  PURCHASED  
(Worth  Value  in accepted Payment Options), A CUSTOMER WILL RECEIVE  1SPZ.

SwapCoinz utilizes CryptoNote Technology and thus the supply is relatively  limited  (It’s  import-
ant to  note that  CryptoCurrency in its  nature  has  an limited  supply).  SwapCoinz Total supply is 
90 million SPZ.

SPZ  Tokens  are  being  listed  for  sale  in  accordance  to  our  SPZ  Product lines. There  will  be  
55  Million  SPZ  tokens  available  for  sale  beginning  on ABRIL. 55 Mill on SPZ tokens is targeted 
to  be a   minimum contribution  purchase  needs  to  be  $10  and  will  get  you  an access code 
for our system and a max cap of $20,000 per transaction. SPZ tokens will be sold at 1 SPZ for 
$0.10 (worth in accepted Cryptocurrencies or Cash)
SPZ   Tokens   are   not   securities,   shares,   or   investment s.  They   are utility-based  tokens  on  
the  SwapCoinz  Blockchain  designed  to  work  in  our ecosystem and  line of  products.

10% PURCHASE BONUS
25% REFERRAL BONUS

TOKEN SALES (ICO DETAILS)
During  the  crowd-sale, 55%  of   all  SPZ  Tokens  sold  for  purchase  will   be  used  in SwapCoinz  
Project  development,  including  and  not  limited  to creating  usability  channels of  SwapCoinz  
(Such  as  SwapStores  Creations  and  Sponsoring).  8% of  all  SPZ  Tokens sold  will   be  appor-
tioned   to  dissemination  of   bug  abundance,  business  advancement, group  ventures  and  
market  extension.  19% of  all  SPZ tokens  sold  will  be  allocated  to our   Bounty   /   Promo   
reward   scheme,  while  6%  will   be   given   to  Charity   (Homeless Children  and  Orphans  in  3 
Major  African  Cities  which  will  be  selected  randomly).  8% will be dispersed to SwapCoinz’s 
organizers, early financial specialists, and representatives as an impetus to making an enduring 
common interest and commitment to the tokens and their drawn-out value. While the remaining 
2% will serve for Legal Advisors.

ICO DETAILS
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MILESTONE 
 1:   Business Name Availability Check
 2:   Business Registration
 3:   Application for business license and permit
 4:   Conducting Feasibility Studies
 5:   Purchase of Insurance for the Business: Completed

ROADMAP

ROADMAP AND MILESTONE
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SwapCoinz (SPZ) will create Avenues for Children and at the same time building business Oppor-

tunities for Adults while helping them satisfy their children’s right to play.

Africa is an amazing continent that is distinctly unique among the seven continents. Africa is rich 

in cultural heritage and diversity, a wealth of natural resources, offers breathtaking tourist attrac-

tions and contains some of them most intricate political systems.

All other trademarks and service marks belong to their owners.

All trademarks and brand names belong to their respective owners. Use of these trademarks and 

brand names do not represent endorsement by or association with

SwapCoinz Project. All rights reserved.

Putting a smile on a child’s face can change the world, maybe not the whole world but at least 

their world!

A child’s smile is the BEST smile

SUPPORT US NOW TO ACHIEVE OUR GOAL

CONCLUSION
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